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Abstract- The Brain machine interfaces hold guarantee for the rebuilding of the tangible and engine work and the
treatment of Neurological problems. Neuralink is one of the versatile high transfer speed mind machine interface
framework. Neuralink is a way to deal with Brain Machine Interfaces(BMI) which has remarkable bundling thickness
and versatility in a clinically applicable bundle. Theme of Neuralink company is “Fitbit in your skull, with tiny wires”
as Musk said.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Neuralink corporation is a neuratechnology company which is enhancing by the Brain Machine Iterfaces(BMI) and
founded by the ELON MUSK with some others too. Headquarters connsists in San Francisco. This company was
launched inthe year of 2016 and publicly reported by March 2017. Neuralink the company aim in initially was to
understand and treat brainly disorders. After it moving beyond our thoughts. Neuralink is enhancing fullly-implanted,
wireless, high-channel count brain activity for operate computers and also the mobiles with the speed and
ease.Upcoming goals of the company is to reduce the physical disability, and also achieve symboiss with artificial
intelligence. Neuraink has left the limits of current examinations in neural organisations in neurla organisation and has
to begun to fix the patients as well as associate them to advanced gadgets and help them utilize these gadgets without
need of utilizing any of their body parts.
DEFINITION
Neuralink is a brain chip, which is specifically called as Brain Machine Interface(BMI). The chip contains long and thin
wires with electordes and it also fitted correctly to removing the piece of skull. The threads will detects neural signals
and ultimately these tranmitted by the link. It is used to communicate with machines and even control them. It helps to
study and cure various medical problems.
ABOUT NEURALINK:
Neuralink chipset is called as N1 chipset, it will be introduced in skull which is 8mm in width and has a numerous
wires lodging anodes and protection for the wires. Here Neural implants is designed to control the computer and
mobile devices. These wires carefully positioned inside the brain by using robot which is made for the particular chip
to insert into brain. The wire is a more thick as neurons in mind and also more slender than a strand of hair at 100
micrometers.Micron scale threads are inserted into brain which control the moment. Each thread contains many
electrodes and connects them to an implant the link.
Link- It is a sealed, implanted device which processes, stimulates and transmits neural signals.
Neural Threads- Each small thread contains lot of electrodes for detecting neural signals.
Charger- It is a compact inductive charger which is wirelessly connects to implant to charge the battery from the
outside.

Fig1. shows Neuralink Logo
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II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

PROBLEM STATEMENT
As we probably aware currently moving innovations which is Artificial Intelligence. While using man-made resoning
need to utilize robots, controlling robots it prompts colossal issues for people. So need to survive or control the issue
and furthermore in some cases confronting issues to the mind in like feelings of anxiety, fervor all brain work.
SOLUTION
So Neralink is the best solution for above problem statement..Because by using chip we can maintain and manage
Human brain aswell as Artificial Intelligence too. Brain use the mind chip when comes in to the Neuralink. The reason
for the gadget is to make up for whole areas of the brain lost it should be a stroke, mishap or natural infection.
Neurosurgical robot which fits adaptabe strings into the brain associated with a minuscule implantable CPU. An
exploration paper specifying that chip asserts that a solitary USB-C link will give full transmission capacity
information streaming to the brain. The neuralink’s chip will actually want to fix discouragement and addiction by
retraining the pieces of the brain answerable for the tornaments.
III.
WORKING OF NEURALINK
Working of the neuralink is one of the best understanding of the science which is behind the human brain. The human
consists of neurons which transmits signals to cells in the body by including muscle, nerve, gland and remining neuron
cells. Each neuron is consists of three parts called as the dendrite, the soma and the axon. Every part has its own
functionality. The Dendrite are use to recives the signals. The soma processes signals. The axon transmits the signals
to the remining cells. The neurons which are connected to one another by the synapses which release the
neurotransmitters. Electrodes are the part of the Neuralink which reads the electrical signals it produced by different
neurons in the brain. Neuralink device is implanted directly in the brain. Because we are not able to detect accurately if
the signals outside of the head.
Neuralink probably used to operate encephalopathy. It is a connection between human brain and technology. It comes
to people with paralysis which can easily operate computers and phones directly with the brain. The main aim is
communicating with text or voice messages to help the people. Neuralink can also perform many other activities too
like photographs and all.

Fig2.Shows how to use Neuralink
Neuralink wont have any other option to show combative techniques yet it just actually want to convey and get
electrical messages through mind to control the machines. Neuralink functions should comprehend that brain sends data
to various peices of body using neurons. The neurons in brain interface with one another to shape a huge arrange and
impact utilizing compound signs which is called as synapses. These response produces an electric field and also record
the responses by setting a nodes. These node would be able comprehend the electrical sign in mind and also make an
interpretation of them into a calculation that machine can persue.
This way Neuralink will actually want to understand opinion and discover a way to converse with machines without
opening mouth. No need to call out Alexa. The objective N1 chip is to record and animate the electrical signals inside
the barin. Here is the Option will acquire various abilities utilizing application.
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IV.
SUCCESSFUL EXPERIMENT
So recently Elon musk make an experiment by the monkey on april 19, 2021. Only surgical robot make a chip inside
the brain.
A coin-sized disc which is called a Link implanted by a surgical robot into the pagers brain, here it connecting
thousands of micro threads from the chip to neurons for controlling motion.
➢
The nine-year old male monkey, named as a pager which has a Neuraling embedded in the 2 sides of its brain.
➢
Now Neuralink is creating bluetooth-empowered implantable chips which can communicate with PCs by
using a little collector and these innovation proved by pigs experiment.
➢
Pager moves the onscreen cursor by using joystick.

Enjoying with banana after ping pong game
➢
Two Neuralink chips record the brain activity via in excess of 2,000 minuscule terminals embedded in pagers
engine cortex, which controls hand and arm developments.
➢
Neuralink totally takes care of the data from monkey’s neurons into a decoder, it would be used to foresee
pagers expected hand developments and model the connection between mind action and joystick developements.
➢
After a some period of time yield from the decoder used to move the cursor rather than a pager controlling the
joystick,
➢
Ultimately Joystick is seperated and pager is shown moving the cursor by using the mind.
➢
The principal of the chip will empower somebody with loss of motion to use a cell phone with their brain
quicker than somebody using thumbs.
➢
This is the Neuralink manner empowering , after makes added the paraplegics to walk once more.
V.

CAN NEURALINK HACKED

Musk cleared that currently high level hacking are severe but never having computers connection to brains which
gives possibility for the hackers.
➢
Here only using brains itself not computers so it wont be able to hack.
➢

Brain linked into the computer AI that is BCI which leads to eliminates the barrier to the brain.

➢

The major evolution of hacking is via BCI but it wont.

➢
Musk broadly constrasted AI innovative work and gathering the evil presence. In this case constrin
governments to adminiser severe powers over AI improvements.
➢
The Artificial intelligence could force an slave relationship , then could people turn ino the multitude of
robots. The man-made brainpower represents an existential danger to humankind.
VI.
CONCLUSION
The Neuralink implant and its potential for neuroamplification and treatment modallities bring a hopeful advancements
to enhacing the people alives with spinal cord injuries, neurodegenerative disorders, and also neurobiological
definciences. Anyway Neuralinks technology and early testing results seems promising, the necessity of neurosurgical
robots to implant the devices magnitude of electrodes raises the wellbeing and training concerns. Until this point no one
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but this makes regards to the safety and adequacy of the device. Also clinical perliminarie are central for Neuralink to
be acknowledged and incorporated into the front line of future neurosurgical practice.
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